Agility, Resilience, Innovation
- A SaaS based industry cloud offering
Community banks, credit unions in both UK and the USA are using TCS BaNCS Cloud and its APIs to modernize and unify their solutions to provide an omnichannel experience across all customer touch points while also ensuring region-specific regulatory compliance. The solution has allowed them to scale rapidly on their path towards innovation as well as expand footprint to larger communities. Being future ready and supporting Open Banking, it has given them the ability to serve their members better and grow membership volumes in a short period.

A leading Finnish Bank is deploying TCS BaNCS Cloud for Banking to enhance its offerings for the retail, SME and corporate segments across the region. This is one of the largest SaaS-based core banking implementations of TCS BaNCS and TCS in the financial services industry.

TCS BaNCS Cloud delivered on a SaaS model is a comprehensive suite of services for financial institutions of all sizes and types, with regulatory and data residency compliance-built in. It is a one-stop future-ready, SaaS-based, industry cloud offering spanning banking, capital markets and insurance. Built on a digital core it utilizes cloud native security deployment and run time features, providing compatible microservices where needed. It enables institutions to leverage the power of Open and enriched ecosystems, with curated solutions from a variety of partner solutions residing on the TCS BaNCS Marketplace. With over 100 MN transactions running smoothly on the solution every month, it has steadfastly delivered on the promise of trust, accessibility, security, resilience, scalability, and compliance.

TCS BaNCS Cloud for Banking
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TCS BaNCS Cloud for Asset Servicing

TCS BaNCS Cloud has helped leading asset servicing and management firms gain business agility and seamlessly access new product capabilities and technological innovations with minimal disruption. For instance, fulfilling the asset servicing industry’s increased appetite for shared systems, operations, and infrastructure, TCS BaNCS Cloud for Asset Servicing has been supporting end-to-end business operations management while helping firms enhance business agility and simplify operations. Institutions can subscribe to one or more services across the asset servicing value chain, including Golden Copy Announcement creation, processing of income, mandatory or voluntary events.

One of the world’s leading asset management firms is supporting more than one million clients of its digital advisory service post deployment of TCS BaNCS Cloud. The Portfolio performance component of TCS BaNCS was deployed in a target microservices architecture on the cloud. Using microservices, the decoupled architecture enables parallel processing for end-of-day position management, and for high volumes to be handled in smaller batches. Benchmarked results for portfolio valuations demonstrated the ability of the solution to halve the compute time for 10x volumes, while still enabling sub-second API response times. In addition, cloud related innovative methods enabled significant reduction in time to execute, throughput, and database performance compared to prior operating models.

TCS BaNCS Cloud also offers customers a scalable and integrated, global and local custody platform supporting trade settlements, clearing and core custody positions. The same instance of the cloud-based platform supports different business lines, including custody, brokerage, investment banking, asset management, retail and private banking. It automates the processing of all types of corporate events, across product types, including derivatives, across all markets.
Established SaaS offering for financial services. TCS BaNCS Cloud is today a well-established SaaS offering with a large set of customers and global spread, spanning demanding markets from a compliance and regulation perspective. It can help financial institutions explore innovative new models, update aging systems faster or rebuild transaction processing applications into leaner platforms, execute on a consistent data delivery strategy and enter new markets easily. It levels the playing field for financial institutions of all sizes, kickstarting and evolving transformation initiatives.

Cloud agnostic – A strong partner network. The solution can be deployed on private, public or hybrid/multi cloud models in a SaaS or BPaaS mode and aligned to an organization’s cloud strategy. TCS maintains a gold standard relationship with these cloud service providers (CSPs) and TCS BaNCS Cloud deployments reflect the strong partnerships with large public cloud players such as AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google (GCP), Oracle cloud, Everyware, IBM Cloud, private cloud providers, including the TCS Enterprise Cloud Platform. A team of domain, technical and cloud experts manage the application assessments, integrations, ongoing operations, and upgrades using TCS’ Agile Development Framework.

Delivery of mission-critical applications as a mix of components and microservices in a secure manner. The solution’s underlying architecture supports APIs and a set of standards-based microservices. We offer managed services and a wide swath of capabilities to power external-facing interfaces, whether it be for B2B utility businesses or B2C platform businesses. The security framework provided is an integral part of the product development-to-deployment value chain and covers Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), integration and deployment phases. The offering comes with SOC certifications (SOC1 & SOC2) and has been audited by independent third parties.

Value Proposition

- Consolidation of processes and workflows
- Reduced manual intervention
- Seamless interaction between on-premise and cloud applications

- Standard interfaces for rapid integration with enterprise services
- Agile support task force to aid rapid on-boarding
- Best practices in financial services across geographies

- Access to open and enriched ecosystems of curated partners from the TCS BaNCS Marketplace
- Ability to expand into new businesses and portfolios faster
- Availability of TCS BaNCS Cloud at Azure marketplace, AWS APN portal and other cloud providers

- Supports international messaging standards and market practices
- Integrated workflow-based user actions
- Broad spectrum of cloud-native security capabilities

The TCS BaNCS Cloud Advantage

- Established SaaS offering for financial services. TCS BaNCS Cloud is today a well-established SaaS offering with a large set of customers and global spread, spanning demanding markets from a compliance and regulation perspective. It can help financial institutions explore innovative new models, update aging systems faster or rebuild transaction processing applications into leaner platforms, execute on a consistent data delivery strategy and enter new markets easily. It levels the playing field for financial institutions of all sizes, kickstarting and evolving transformation initiatives.

- Cloud agnostic – A strong partner network. The solution can be deployed on private, public or hybrid/multi cloud models in a SaaS or BPaaS mode and aligned to an organization’s cloud strategy. TCS maintains a gold standard relationship with these cloud service providers (CSPs) and TCS BaNCS Cloud deployments reflect the strong partnerships with large public cloud players such as AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google (GCP), Oracle cloud, Everyware, IBM Cloud, private cloud providers, including the TCS Enterprise Cloud Platform. A team of domain, technical and cloud experts manage the application assessments, integrations, ongoing operations, and upgrades using TCS’ Agile Development Framework.

- Delivery of mission-critical applications as a mix of components and microservices in a secure manner. The solution’s underlying architecture supports APIs and a set of standards-based microservices. We offer managed services and a wide swath of capabilities to power external-facing interfaces, whether it be for B2B utility businesses or B2C platform businesses. The security framework provided is an integral part of the product development-to-deployment value chain and covers Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), integration and deployment phases. The offering comes with SOC certifications (SOC1 & SOC2) and has been audited by independent third parties.
Awards & Recognition

TCS BaNCS is a globally recognized industry leader, with its solutions consistently recognized in top positions by industry experts.

- Huaxia Bank and TCS BaNCS awarded the Best Bank Infrastructure Technology (Core Banking System) at The Asian Banker China Country Awards
- TCS BaNCS Positioned as a Leader in Property and Casualty Claims Management Systems by Independent Research Firm
- TCS BaNCS Cloud won the highly commended award for the Best Cloud Support Provider at the Computing Cloud Excellence Awards 2019

About TCS Financial Solutions

TCS Financial Solutions is a strategic business unit of Tata Consultancy Services. Dedicated to providing business solutions to financial institutions globally, TCS Financial Solutions has compiled a comprehensive product portfolio under the brand name of TCS BaNCS. The TCS BaNCS solution suite is designed to help financial services institutions enhance end customer experience, enabling them to embrace open and innovative technologies that embody true digital customer engagement. Deployed at more than 450 installations worldwide, it is the largest collection of components, enterprise and consumer apps for the financial industry made available through the cloud, helping firms become more agile and intelligent by leveraging the power of new and extended ecosystems.

To know more about TCS BaNCS Cloud, please visit: https://www.tcs.com/bancs/cloud or write to us at tcs.bancs@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)

Tata Consultancy Services is a purpose-led transformation partner to many of the world’s largest businesses. For more than 50 years, it has been collaborating with clients and communities to build a greater future through innovation and collective knowledge. TCS offers an integrated portfolio of cognitive powered business, technology, and engineering services and solutions. The company’s 469,000 consultants in 46 countries help empower individuals, enterprises, and societies to build on belief.

Visit www.tcs.com and follow TCS news @TCS_News